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recovery 1.4 phoenix-tool. crisis bios recovery 1.4 herunterladen phoenix verktyg.4 ladda ner feniks

gereedschap. crisis bios herstel 1.4 downloaden herramienta fnix.4 descargar strumento fenice.
download di crisis bios recovery 1.4 narzdzie feniksa. kryzys bios recovery 1.4 pobierz .4 tbc0309 -
wow, 100+ pcs board! that will be a lot of serial/asset tag and lan corrections. what are you using

phoenixtool for, to put different slic if not that, what, the whitelist stuffwhat is old 1.0.0 i didnt
download, in case its same bios you attach to post #1 or #3, since i already have those files. 1.2.5

dump looks good, no errors like in (w25q128fw_1.8v_20181118_154443.bin) file.as for why
phoenixtool cant open file, because intel me is corrupted in that dump, and or maybe pt cant work
with that kind of me (i am not sure, but i do see its possibly corrupted me)i confirm its one of the

above reasons, by extracting the bios region from this dump with uefitool, then that can be opened
fine in pt, so me version or me corrupted is the issue (possibly both, or possibly only one)before we

do anything, can you take another fpt dump from one of these systems that does not have corrupted
intel me. then we will work from that file instead.i could fix this me, but better to do that from a non-

corrupted me source, which then wouldnt need fixed anyway (but we can update me if you
wanted)and on the whitelist, i only find that hex value you mentioned in setup module. and i dont

think you have the correct thing you want replaced 4d 61 72 76 = marv (in marvell wireless), so part
of what you mentioned is half of a word.where did you get the info this is what you want to replace,
and that is all you need to replace i assume you maybe want to replace something in that area, but i

doubt it should be half of the name marvell only. show me the guide you read, maybe i can figure
out proper edit to make
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download the above mentioned exe extracted data from hdr, and flash it to your board, this will
make sure the files are ok, as if any issue occurs the files will not boot up you can also check if the
files have been corrupted when you flash them back to the board, by flashing back to the working
system, checking if you can boot into the system (not with phoenixtool, but using bootloader or

press power button and then holding to restart the device).if the dump is corrupted then you know
you have a bad dump. then try the same exe extracted from hdr back to working board. see if that
works (if it does, then the file is good and the dump is bad) if your device does not boot, then you

know the dump is good, but bad. you can try flashing the exe without using phoenixtool, and see if
that works, if it works, then it means the exe extracted from hdr is good. the dumps from the

working board are now bad, and if that exe extracted from hdr works then that means the working
board is faulty, or has bad firmware, or has bad partition table on the board. you can then either try

a different working board, or you can try it with ch341 programmer from fpt (i have tested
it)remember, ch341 programmer from fpt will erase all data on the device, including data on the bad
partition table. do not program the first partition on the board if your device is working. try to see if

the dump works first, then program the second partition, if it works, then then you know the dump is
good but the firmware is bad (wrong firmware version or bad partition table) every bios region i have

found is fine for using with phoenix tool 2, but some i cant, because they are all located in the me
region, and phoenixtool 2 is unable to open them. it shows all the dump as corrupted, and i get me
corrupted warning with me analyzer too. phoenixtool 2 cannot be used to fix this, its not corrupted,
and i need to find a way to fix it from other users dump/dell bios. the dumps that are okay are from

users (dell, acer aspire, asus, philips, samsung etc), and im sure there are some good ones from
anyone from you guys, so please find and post to me. 5ec8ef588b
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